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The ASAP conferences keep you in the mainstream
of developments impacting pharmacy.
See how technology is being applied to the world
of pharmacy.
Plenty of opportunities to network and hold
business meetings.
Meet new people in the industry and catch up
with old colleagues.
The meetings have the reputation of being both
educational and enjoyable, with top-notch speaker
programs showcased in unique locations.
If you have never attended a meeting, make it
a priority to come to the January conference.

ASAP members enjoy
reduced conference fees.
Check out asapnet.org for a list of
the 160 member companies and
details to join the organization.

Join today at www.asapnet.org
Online conference registration available by visiting www.asapnet.org/registration.html.
American Society for Automation in Pharmacy
492 Norristown Road, Suite 160 • Blue Bell, PA 19422
610/825-7783 •Fax: 610/825-7741 • www.asapnet.org

Accepting all
content types.
SoftWriters, Inc., provider of long-term care pharmacy management solution
FrameworkLTC®, is proud to introduce the electronic content management and
workflow automation solution, FrameworkECM™. Intuitively designed to help
pharmacies improve operating efficiencies and reduce costs, FrameworkECM will
revolutionize your workflow for good.
FrameworkECM integrates fully with FrameworkLTC, unifies workflow for faxes, phone
orders and e-prescribing, automates workflow tasks, and stores all types of digital
content, including PDF documents, voicemail wav files, Microsoft documents and more.
Contact SoftWriters to learn more today.

For more information...
Call: 877-238-4516, option 3
Email: ecm@softwriters.com
Visit: www.FrameworkLTC.com
© 2014 SoftWriters, Inc.
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Is Your Pharmacy Safe from
Hackers?...9
by Kerri Kalfaian
Though most online hacking we hear about in
the news occurs in the realm of retail commerce,
pharmacies are also in danger. Learn why pharmacies are at twice the risk of a data breach as a
typical retailer, common misconceptions, and steps
to approach compliance while focusing on your
business.

Prescription Synchronization:
System Functionality
that Can Help...12
by Ben Banahan, Ph.D.
Prescription synchronization has become one of
the hottest topics in community pharmacy as pay
for performance related to medication adherence
becomes more common. It’s important to understand the core functions involved and how pharmacy management systems can enhance the ability
to offer this service.

find more at www.computertalk.com

➤ The Pharmacist’s Outlook for 2015

➤ Al Babbington from PrescribeWellness on
pharmacy’s positive impact on the healthcare
status quo.
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➤ Interviews with Catalyst Healthcare’s Alison
Yesilcimen, Surescripts’ David Yakimischak,
Health Market Science’s Craig Ford, and RxSafe’s
Bill Holmes.

Flexibility

Is your Point-of-Sale flexible enough to meet your needs?
With RMS, you have the flexibility to choose:
Your own credit card processor
Your own pharmacy management system
Your own wholesaler

|
|
|

RMS works with most major credit card processors
RMS interfaces to over 25 pharmacy management systems
RMS interfaces with most major and regional wholesalers

Stop having your technology limit your growth. Contact us today to determine the best fit.
Download our latest Ebook: Independent
Pharmacy from A to Z, www.rm-solutions.com/ct3

The Leader in Pharmacy Point-of-Sale Innovation

1.877.767.1060 | sales@rm-solutions.com | www.rm-solutions.com | Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter
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airleigh Dickinson University, located in Madison, N.J.,
decided a few years ago that a school of pharmacy would be a
good opportunity to broaden its base of degree offerings. I was
asked to serve on the advisory board during the developmental phase.
This was quite an education, to see what goes into bringing a new
school to fruition.
I recently had the opportunity to meet with Dr. Michael Avaltroni, dean of the school
of pharmacy. He comes to this position with impressive credentials, including a Ph.D.
from Princeton. While not a pharmacist by education, he is well educated in the
sciences.
What Dean Avaltroni has accomplished in the three years since the school opened its
doors is impressive. The school is housed in a modern three-story building about a
third of a mile from the main campus. It has all the latest technology that one could
ask for to enrich the learning experience. There has been no problem with enrollment.
I also met with a few of the students while there. What impressed me is that they all
had an undergraduate education and were now investing another four years to earn a
Pharm.D. degree. When I asked what their plans were, once out in the world of pharmacy, one of the students told me that he wants to open a community pharmacy in the
Bronx. I was pleased to hear that independent pharmacy is still perceived as a viable
practice alternative.
During my visit Dean Avaltroni told me about a meeting he had attended, along with
deans from a number of other schools, hosted by CVS at its headquarters in Rhode
Island. What I heard was that CVS sees the demand for pharmacists growing in the
coming years, not declining. One reason for this is the trend in biotech drugs. These
drugs will require a different level of patient engagement and foster even closer working
relationships with physicians and nurse practitioners. Consequently, specialty pharmacy is viewed as the direction in which pharmacy is heading. Monitoring patient
adherence, tracking progress with the medications, and reporting side effects will be the
responsibility of pharmacists. Another area that will trigger demand for pharmacists is
immunizations. In fact, I learned that students at the school of pharmacy would gain
certification to administer immunizations.
In closing, I want to relate an editorial I read a while ago in The New York Times that
addressed the physician shortage. The forecast was that there would be a need for
130,000 more physicians than medical schools can produce in the coming years. The
authors concluded that building more medical schools to pump out more physicians
is not the solution. They mentioned that pharmacists, along with other ancillary care
professionals, should see expanded roles. Pharmacists were viewed as a source of more
patient counseling and urgent care. In other words, pharmacists will be in demand.
CVS may very well have it right on the increased demand for pharmacists. It is just
nice to know that schools of pharmacy like that of Fairleigh Dickinson University
are doing their part to increase the availability of pharmacists to satisfy this expected
demand. The next generation of pharmacists should find the profession rewarding in
more than one way. CT
Bill Lockwood, chairman/publisher, can be reached at wal@computertalk.com.
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“After Superstorm Sandy, QS/1

had
us back up and running in no time.”
®

– Richard Longo

“

QS/1 always keeps us ahead of the curve as far as technology
and the law, but it was their response when our store was decimated
by Sandy that we really found invaluable. With four and a half to
five feet of water in the store, we lost over 60 percent of our stock.
We brought in a trailer as a temporary store and called QS/1.
They responded immediately with someone onsite to get us back
up and running. Thankfully, we used their off-site backup and
disaster recovery system, so we had our data restored as it was
before the storm.

”

Learn how QS/1’s products and services can help you. Call
866.761.2201 or visit www.qs1.com today.
866.761.2201

©2014, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 and RxCare Plus are registered trademarks of the J M Smith Corporation.

www.qs1.co
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PrescribeWellness and APCI
Expand Partnership
The American Pharmacy
Cooperative, Inc. (APCI), a member-owned group-purchasing organization with more than 1,300 independent
pharmacy members, and PrescribeWellness have launched the APCI’s Pharmacy
Retail Operations (PRO) Wellness
platform. This platform provides APCI’s
managed-care members of American
Pharmacy Network Services with the
tools they need to become top-performing networks.
PRO Wellness will allow seamless
integration of data from APCI’s PRO
financial dashboard with PrescribeWellness’s STAR rating technologies, making
the new platform a single-source hybrid
of clinical and financial resources. This
integration is viewed as helping elevate a
pharmacist’s ability to enhance the level
of patient care while providing performance indicators to achieve the highest
levels of efficiency.

New Interface from Integra
Now available to Integra DocuTrack users is a “screen scrape” interface to PK Software’s Compounder Rx.
“We have seen a growing demand for
DocuTrack in compounding pharmacies,” says Louie Foster, product director for DocuTrack. “The interface to PK
Compounder Rx enables compounding
pharmacies to better manage their order
fulfillment and audit processes using
DocuTrack.”

What Patients Want to Know
New patient research commissioned by McKesson
Patient Relationship Solutions identified emerging trends in medication adherence, the use of co-pay cards, and attitudes toward physicians and pharmacists. The research spanned six therapeutic categories. Findings were compared with similar research done in 2011.

The new research found the following:
 61% of patients were more concerned about their condition than
any other health issue, compared with 33% in 2011.
However, more patients indicated that they do not
understand their condition, compared to 2011. Nearly
one-third would like their doctor to spend more time with them to
explain their condition and medications.

61%

 Patients are less interested in general information about
their condition and more interested in personal communications from various healthcare players in the form of
refill reminders, live phone support, and pharmacist
coaching.

 Patients are increasingly satisfied with their primary retail
		 pharmacy experience, with more than half relying on their
		 pharmacist for information about their medication, such as
		 side effects. While physicians remain the primary source
		 from which patients learn about co-pay cards and discount
		 options, an increasing number are looking for information
		 from the pharmacist and other sources. More than a third
		 indicated that they have asked their pharmacist about
		 options for lower-cost medications, and 71% indicated
		 they would be more likely to fill their prescription if the
		 pharmacist provided a medication discount card or coupon.

Epic Integrates Electronic Prior
Authorizations
Working with Surescripts, Epic, a leading provider
of software for midsize and large medical groups and hospitals,
will be offering Surescripts’ CompletEPA for medication prior
authorizations to its electronic health record users.
CompletEPA is a real-time prior authorization platform that
allows immediate information exchange between providers and
pharmacy benefit managers.
continued on page 8
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Get there with Epicor

®

Introducing Epicor Eagle N Series. Gain a real competitive advantage and better
serve your customers with this comprehensive retail software solution. From
POS, built-in analytics and reporting to best-in-class inventory management,
Eagle N Series will help you take your business wherever you want it to go.
™

Get there. Download the Retail Success Guide, Five Ways to Outservice Your
Competition and explore Eagle N Series today at www.epicor.com/GetThere.
For the third consecutive year, IHL Group has named Epicor #1 vendor
for POS software among specialty hard goods retailers.
Copyright © 2014 Epicor Software Corporation. Epicor, the Epicor logo, Business Inspired, and Eagle N Series are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Epicor Software Corporation registered in the United States and certain other countries.
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PioneerRx to Support Apple Pay

RxPreferred Benefits
Partners with SurgicalMeds

PioneerRx users configured with an Equinox
L5300 signature pad will now be able to handle the Apple
Pay service. Apple Pay uses near field communication technology, and unlike a traditional credit-card purchase, Apple
Pay uses a device account number to complete a transaction. This results in receipts and reports that only reveal the
device account number, rather than the last four digits of the
customer’s credit card, for a more-secure payment option.

RxPreferred Benefits, a Nashville, Tenn.-based pharmacy benefit
manager owned by independent pharmacy representatives, has announced that
SurgicalMeds is now operating as a division
of the company. Through this arrangement,
SurgicalMeds will use RxPreferred Benefits’
network of compounding pharmacies to
provide a quick turnaround and reliable
delivery of the medications that surgical
facilities need in the quantity, format, and
dosage they specify. SurgicalMeds clients
will also have access to a customized
software platform for effective prescription
management, compliance, and quality.

ScriptPro Awarded Major Contract
In an agreement with Premier, Inc., a leading healthcare improvement company uniting an alliance of
approximately 3,000 hospitals and 110,000 other providers,
ScriptPro will provide a full range of ScriptPro products with
special terms and pricing to Premier members.
In commenting on the agreement, Mike Coughlin, ScriptPro
president and CEO, stated: “I was really impressed with the
organized approach taken by Premier to understand the
unique capabilities of ScriptPro’s robotics-based pharmacy
management and telepharmacy systems. Their technology
evaluation was very thorough, and it even included their
external advisors meeting with our product experts to ask
detailed questions and gain a hands-on perspective about
the systems.”

Health Information Companies Merge
PDR Network and LDM Group have completed
a merger of the two companies. The combined organization
will operate under the PDR name.
PDR brings a long history of delivering drug information
to providers, while LDM has been a pioneer in the field of
behavior-based patient health information.
The combined companies bring together the largest network
of electronic health records, surpassing 250,000 prescribers.
They also offer a multichannel digital reach to over 800,000
prescribers and a network of over 16,000 clinically oriented
retail pharmacies. CT
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Is Your Pharmacy Safe
from Hackers?
Kerri Kalfaian

Over the last four years, 70% of small businesses that suffered a data breach were out of
business within one year of the attack. Learn the best way to approach the complexity of
PCI and HIPAA compliance requirements without straying from your business goals.

W

hen we think of data breaches, recently hacked
retailers like Target, Home Depot, and eBay
usually come to mind. However, while these
popular cybercrime victims have monopolized social media newsfeeds and blog posts, thousands of smaller businesses have suffered the same type of data breach — and
pharmacies are included in that number. Walgreens made
the top of the charts last year, with a patient data security
breach resulting in a $1.44 million lawsuit against the
organization.

Twice the Risk
Though most online hacking we hear about in the news
occurs in the realm of retail commerce, pharmacies are
also in danger. In fact, pharmacies are at twice the risk as
traditional retailers because they 1) accept credit cards,
and 2) store and exchange patient data. Pharmacy owners

Did You Know?

 1 in 6 businesses in the U.S. will suffer a credit-card
breach in the next 24 months.
 210 is the average number of days it takes to detect an
attack on your network.
 70% of breached businesses are out of business within
one year of the attack.
 98% of breaches originate from organized
criminal groups.

are forced to become both PCI (payment card industry)
compliant and HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act) compliant. If you fail to demonstrate
compliance on both ends, here’s what you can expect after
your customers’ sensitive data has been breached (and after
a visit from the Secret Service, of course):
Pharmacy Noncompliance Risks
 $80,000 in remediation costs for stolen credit-card
information.
 Cash-only shop (no card transactions of any kind)
for three to nine months.
 $50,000 average in HIPAA violation penalties per incident, and up to $1.5 million per year.
 Brand defamation across news and social media
channels.
Obviously, the magnitude of these risks would not only
create professional nightmares for pharmacy owners, they
are also enough to put smaller organizations out of business completely. In fact, over the last four years 70% of
small businesses that suffered a data breach were out of
business within one year of the attack.

Who’s at Risk?
As a business owner you may be thinking, “This can’t
happen to me,” or “I know I’m compliant.” But what if
continued on next page
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compliance isn’t something you can always control? In the
Walgreens case, a pharmacist inappropriately shared her
husband’s ex-girlfriend’s prescription information with
him, knowingly violating HIPAA regulations. Almost a
year later, more controversy surfaced within the Walgreens
pharmacy network, with activist group complaints about
pharmacists leaving patient data unattended on their
computer screens and desktops (more on this at http://
goo.gl/nU2BSV). These actions result from humans being
humans; nobody can be perfect all of the time, but since
HIPAA requires both electronic and physical security
measures for patient data, imperfections will cost you.

Did You Know?

 $4.3 million in fines was assessed by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
when patient data was leaked on Google earlier this year.

 5.7 million patients were affected by data breaches in
2013.

 12,915 HIPAA violation complaints were made in 2013

and have grown yearly as hacking technology has become
more advanced.

Complying with HIPAA standards can become overwhelming for a pharmacy owner, but asking yourself these
three simple questions can help you put your compliance
needs into perspective:

Are You HIPAA Compliant?
1. Have you completed a risk assessment?
2. Do you have an incident response plan in place?
3. Have you implemented a protection plan to cover your
pharmacy in the event of a data breach?
And then there’s the PCI compliance factor, as if HIPAA
compliance isn’t enough to keep you up at night. If you
accept credit cards at your pharmacy, it is solely your
responsibility to ensure that your business complies with
the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS), which is a set of regulations formed by the PCI
Security Standards Council. If you fail to take responsibility for your pharmacy’s PCI compliance requirements,
the effects of a credit-card breach on your business can be
daunting.

Common Misconceptions
A common myth about PCI DSS compliance is that your
bank or POS provider has you covered. This is simply impossible, because the majority of PCI DSS requirements
are the responsibility of the merchant. If you’re not sure
10
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whether you meet the requirements of PCI compliance,
answer the following three questions:

Are You PCI Compliant?
1. Can you demonstrate that all cashiers have completed
and understood a formal PCI security awareness training upon hire and at least annually?
2. Can you demonstrate that each employee has read
and understood the company PCI security policy and
procedures?
3. Have you fully completed your annual PCI DSS selfassessment questionnaires (SAQs) and quarterly vulnerability scans with a 100% pass?
If you cannot answer yes to all three questions, then you
are simply not PCI compliant. But don’t worry; only
about 4% of merchants are able to answer these questions positively, so the majority of business owners cannot
demonstrate PCI compliance.
PCI compliance can be extremely technical and complicated, but it basically consists of these fundamental
guidelines:
1. Build and maintain a secure network. Make it
extremely difficult for hackers to get into your point-ofsale devices.
2. Protect cardholder data. The best measure is to store
all credit-card data off-premises for access through a
secure gateway.
3. Maintain a vulnerability management program.
Develop business practices that give you a proactive
posture toward quarterly vulnerability scans, rather
than a reactive one.
4. Implement strong access control measures. Make
sure that only personnel with an absolute need to access cardholder data are able to, then carefully monitor
access.
5. Maintain an information security policy. The leastinformed employee can be the weakest link when it
comes to PCI compliance. Make sure every employee
who accesses sensitive data on your network understands your store’s security measures and the reasons for
them.
Even after simplifying PCI DSS requirements, these steps
can still become cumbersome for a pharmacy owner. Trying to become compliant on your own distracts you from
fulfilling your organization’s overall mission: providing
outstanding customer service and maintaining a quality,
credible brand that keeps customers coming back.

Steps to Take
So what’s the best way to approach the complexity of PCI
and HIPAA compliance requirements without straying
from your business goals?

feature

Data Security
Clearly, doing it on your own is not an option. The cyber
hacking community has become so sophisticated that in
most cases businesses don’t even realize that they’ve been
breached for an average of seven months. The IT expertise
required to combat these cyber attacks is an around-theclock operation. You simply do not have the time or inhouse resources to do it on your own.

ments. This program should provide a policy that covers
noncompliance costs in both the PCI and HIPAA spaces.
Also, make sure your provider offers the following services
required to guide your pharmacy to PCI DSS and HIPAA
compliance. CT

Guide to PCI DSS and HIPAA
Compliance

Another common myth is that cyber insurance companies
 Stateful inspection firewall to protect your network.
are a good solution for PCI compliance. Though these
 Vulnerability scans.
insurance policies may guarantee coverage in the event of a
breach, there is usually a hefty price to pay. Most traditional  Self-assessment questionnaire (SAQ) wizard
to assess your risk.
insurance companies operate from actuarial tables that give

Threat management.
them prior insight into customer data, which helps them

Task management and reporting.
produce algorithms to calculate insurance rates. While this
 Security policy templates.
method might work for home, vehicle, and life insurance
 Employee e-learning.
programs, it’s impossible for cyber insurance companies to
 24/7 managed support services.
gather the data necessary to create justifiable policies for
their customers. This usually results in high deductibles and
skyrocketed rates in the event of a breach. And many cyber Kerri Kalfaian is the retail sales and marketing specialist for
insurance policies require you to demonstrate PCI compliANXeBusiness. ANX is a qualified security assessor
ance before they’ll even offer you coverage.
(QSA) and approved scanning vendor (ASV) providThe best way to approach PCI and HIPAA compliance is
to seek professional IT assistance from a qualified security assessor (QSA) and approved scanning vendor (ASV)
that offers a managed solution for both sets of require-

ing compliance assistance to help pharmacies and
other retailers meet PCI DSS and HIPAA security
standards. To learn more about ANX’s solutions,
visit www.anx.com. The author can be reached at
kalfaiank@anx.com.
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Supporting Synchronization

Prescription
Synchronization: System
Functionality that Can Help
by Ben Banahan, Ph.D.
Prescription synchronization has become one of the hottest topics in community pharmacy
during the last few years.

S

 Monthly calls with patients to monitor adherence,
ynchronization has been described as one of the few
schedule refills, and detect medication-related
instances where all parties win: Pharmacies enjoy
problems.
smoother, more efficient workflow, greater profits,
and an opportunity to provide pharmaceutical care; whole Pharmacist consultations to patients and professional
salers get higher sales and more predictable purchasing from
recommendations to prescribers, as needed.
their customers; pharmacy manufacturers sell more product
By understanding the basic steps involved in each of these
as the result of improved compliance; payers save in total
health costs; and, most importantly, patients receive better core functions, pharmacy management systems can be designed to better support the workflow process and greatly
care and improved health outcomes.
enhance the ability of pharmacies to provide prescription
So why isn’t every community pharmacy implementing
synchronization.
prescription synchronization? One reason is the limited
support available in older pharmacy management systems. Synchronization and Scheduling

Some people have tried to make the synchronization of
existing prescriptions a more complex task than it needs to
Prescription synchronization is not a complicated process.
be. Pharmacists have worried about increasing the number
It largely consists of an operating process change where
of co-pays a patient incurs due to short-filling some
pharmacies take charge of when prescriptions will be filled; prescriptions during the initial synchronization process.
and prescription filling is done in a workflow batch process. However, pharmacies have reported few, if any, problems.
There are a multitude of prescription synchronization pro- Today this is even less of a concern, since Medicare and
grams available today, but the core functions of all synchro- other payers are beginning to prorate the co-pay for short
nization programs are the same:
fills done for initial synchronization.

What Is Synchronization?

 Synchronization and scheduling of all prescriptions
being taken by a patient.
12
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The major system needs for synchronization and scheduling are a “group” code variable in the system that facili-

feature

Supporting Synchronization
tates processing of a group of patients when performing
all other monthly steps. As a data researcher, I prefer
systems that store the group code as a transaction variable
for every fill so that analysis of historical data can easily
determine when a patient became synchronized and what
group he or she was in. However, the pharmacy only
needs this to be a patient-level variable that can be used in
workflow steps.
Another need is to inform the pharmacy staff when a new
prescription is being filled for a synchronized patient. Each “group” will
have all of their prescriptions filled on
the same day. When new prescriptions
are being entered, the system needs to
provide a notice that the patient is enrolled in the synchronization program
and, ideally, display the number of days
of therapy that need to be in the initial
fill in order to achieve synchronization.

patients and present all information about each individual
patient in such a way that information could be entered in
a patient profile format. When patients are enrolled in a
prescription synchronization program, they are agreeing to
be contacted each month to review their medications. The
patient profile needs to include different phone numbers
and an indication of the preferred time of day and phone
number to be used when conducting the monthly call.
Obviously, auto-dialing support would be helpful.
continued on next page

SIMPLY THE BEST VALUE
IN PHARMACY SOFTWARE

Visual Superscript

Monthly Calls with
Patients
This is the function where a management system that supports workflow
processing by group and patient can
have the greatest impact. The monthly
processing of synchronized prescriptions involves a workflow process
where the different steps in filling a
prescription occur across several days.
Support for many of these steps could
and should be built into pharmacy
management systems.
Three days before prescriptions are
due for a group:
 Adherence management calls are
conducted with patients to review
each medication the patient is on
and to identify any medicationrelated problems. To facilitate the
call, a patient profile screen would
list at least:
 All current prescriptions.
 Last fill date.
 Quantity of tablets/capsules
that should be remaining.
Ideally, the system would support
working through a designated group of

FIND OUT WHY LONGTIME USERS DESCRIBE
VISUAL SUPERSCRIPT
AS “A CADILLAC AT A
VW PRICE.”

®

s Data conversion available for most systems
s Comprehensive third-party billing to primary,
secondary & tertiary payers
s Unique drug file optimized for speed & accuracy
s Drug imprints & images
s Barcode & Rx scanning
s Inventory & cost updates using wholesaler EDI
s Electronic prescriptions
s Interface to CoverMyMeds for PA requests
s Fax refill requests from computer
s Continually updated comprehensive database
of prescribers
s Real-time verification of prescriber DEA# when
filling Rx’s for controlled substances
s Plan 340B processing & reports
s Signature capture
s Workflow management
s Automated transparent updates
s Automated HIPAA compliant backups

PHONE AND INTERNET-BASED CUSTOMER SUPPORT provides
you with instant access to our expert support staff
CALL 800-359-5580 TO ORDER A FREE DEMO
www.daaenterprises.com
800-359-5580
sales@daaenterprises.com
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Further steps taken at this stage include:
 Refill orders are entered and quantities are adjusted
as needed to keep patients’ prescriptions synchronized to the next fill date without building up a
surplus of medication.
 Prescription reauthorizations and prior authorization
requests are submitted.
 Product is ordered for the prescriptions being filled
the next day for the group.
As a pharmacy moves patients into their synchronization
program, the regular inventory of maintenance medications should decrease and more of the store’s volume will
become “just in time” inventory. System features to summarize the product needed for a group and to integrate
this into online ordering would be beneficial.
Two days before prescriptions are due:
 Prescriptions for the group are filled and verified.
 When prescriptions are being filled by hand, fill
lists organized by patient and by medication type

can improve efficiency by allowing technicians to
fill all orders using the same bottle at one time
and putting together the complete order for each
patient.
 Shortages are reordered from the secondary
wholesaler.
 Prescription reauthorizations and prior authorizations are resolved. This information needs to be
entered as easily as possible.
One day before prescriptions are due:
 Shortages are reconciled.
 Any remaining reauthorizations and prior
authorizations are resolved.
Day due:
 Medications are delivered or picked up; this can be
by appointment with the pharmacist.

Patient and Professional
Communications
The objectives of the monthly phone call are to determine
refill quantities for medications and to identify medication-related problems that are occurring.
Pharmacist counseling or other professional interventions should be done to
address the problems identified during the
monthly call. Since the monthly patient
call is usually performed by a technician,
the actual pharmacy consultation, patient
education, or prescriber communication
will most likely not take place at the time
of the call. However, during the call any
information about the nature of the problem needs to be documented. Information
about the pharmacist action taken and the
outcome of the intervention should be
able to be recorded in the system. Some of
these actions will be billable as medication
therapy management. Regardless of billing
status, documentation should be stored
in the system so that a history of medication problems and actions taken can be
reviewed in the future.
Another area where pharmacy management systems can support synchronization
is in prescriber communications. Current
systems are designed to easily fax prescribers about reauthorizations and the need
for prior authorizations. However, these
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Supporting Synchronization
communications usually are queued from individual
prescriptions. One advantage of synchronization is that
all prescriptions for a patient are processed at one time.
We encourage pharmacies to reauthorize all prescriptions as part of the initial synchronization process.
When this is done, future reauthorizations can be done
in a batch and sent to a prescriber in a single fax. This is
convenient for both the pharmacy and the prescriber.
Enhancements in patient communication are also important. A major focus of prescription synchronization
is on adherence management. There is no single solution
to adherence problems. Management systems can facilitate adherence management through automatic reminders the day before the monthly call and the day
before medications are due to be picked up at the pharmacy. Pharmacies should be able to set how reminders
will be sent to each patient — by using text messages,
emails, computer-generated phone messages, etc.

Sync and the Adherence Trend
Since most of the current excitement about prescription
synchronization has to do with its ability to improve
adherence, another feature some systems are incorporating is the ability to generate compliance reports similar
to those included in the Electronic Quality Improvement
Platform for Plans and Pharmacies (EQuIPP). The advantage of having the management system generate this
type of report is that all patients can be included in the
analysis, instead of only patients covered by local plans
participating in EQuIPP. As pay for performance related
to medication adherence becomes more common, this is
a feature that will be increasingly important to community pharmacies. CT
Ben Banahan, Ph.D., is director of the
Center for Pharmaceutical Marketing and
Management (CPMM) and a professor in the
department of pharmacy administration at the
University of Mississippi. The author can be
reached at benb3@olemiss.edu.
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“QS/1 gives us the opportunity to
compete with the big guys.”
– Chad Corwell, MBA

“

What I like most about QS/1 is the stability, reliability and continuity of the
products across platforms. They look and feel the same, so our pharmacists can
easily go from one product to another.

“QS/1’s Multi-Site Management system allows us to share information
regarding patients, drugs, prescribers, pricing, etc. By enabling us to
centralize and seamlessly share data between stores, we’ve been able to
move most admin functions to the corporate level, freeing valuable time for
our pharmacists. QS/1 also enables us to offer the same services as the large
chains, whether it’s texting, e-Prescribing, IVR and web refills, adherence
reminders or control over pricing plans.

”

Learn how QS/1 can give you advantages to compete
effectively in your market. Call 866.761.2201 or visit
www.qs1.com today.
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by Will Lockwood

his year’s outlook survey
found the technology vendors
putting a heavy emphasis on
patient management and pharmacist
access. These are not new concepts in
community pharmacy, and each has
a great many details packed into it
that see an impact from a wide range
of technology. Data flows and mobile
technology loom large here. And
contained within this is a continued
focus on adherence, driven by system
features for prescription synchronization,
compliance packaging to promote
adherence, medication therapy and
disease management tools,
improvements in workflow efficiency,
and technology that helps pharmacists
understand their patients better and
support richer pharmacist-patient
interactions.
story continued on next page
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Priority One: Data Flows

ne of the most critical elements for ramping up
patient management in 2015 will be deploying tools to collect and share data about care
interactions. ScriptPro’s Mike Coughlin sees a need for
pharmacies to focus on systems and tools to promote
patient medication adherence through integration of
health-system and retail pharmacy activities across the
continuum of care. A significant element of this, according to Innovation’s Doyle Jensen, is that pharmacy
will be looking for software that is configured with a
medication therapy management (MTM) platform and
a patient-level electronic health record (EHR), as well as
being integrated with compliance management.
Micro Merchant Systems’ Ketan Mehta sees interfaces
with MTM platforms as increasingly important for the
pharmacies as well. This, Mehta notes, is where pharmacies will identify and document clinical-care opportunities that are a significant driver of performance metrics
and that are in turn showing pharmacy’s contribution to
payers’ star ratings.

QS/1’s Michael Ziegler offers one interestingly specific
example here when he notes that pharmacies need to
take an active role in high-risk medication monitoring in
the elderly, using the Beers Criteria. This is the kind of
clinical activity outside of the prescription transaction,
along with a variety of other patient communications
and interactions, that needs to be actively tracked within
pharmacy data systems, notes Lagniappe Pharmacy Services’ Clarence Lea.
There’s a good existing model for this real-time flow
of adherence and patient data, according to Catalyst
Healthcare’s Kasumi Oda. As she points out, pharmacies that serve long-term care settings have been learning
about the value of these data flows by using electronic
medication administration records (eMARs) for keeping
up to date with drug changes, administration records,
allergy status changes, and hospitalizations. There’s a
model here for how pharmacy more broadly is going to
want to handle sharing real-time patient medication data
with providers across the care continuum.
As this data flows, pharmacy will need to apply tools to
continued on page 20
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manage and interpret it effectively. This will
require an expanded use of existing reporting
capabilities and business analytics within the
pharmacy system, notes CarePoint’s Rachel
Cupp. Pharmacies will then look to package
this reporting by leveraging business intelligence products that deliver clinical dashboards and insights that are easily digested
by pharmacy staff, according to SoftWriters’
Heather Martin. Data mining and reporting
tools aren’t just going to be critical for clinical
information, either, notes Speed Script’s Heath
Reynolds, but for inventory management and
marketing tools as well.

What Technologies Will Drive Pharmacy Performance in 2015?

The Vendors’ Top Five
° Adherence management tools
° Outbound messaging
° Business intelligence and reporting tools
° Workflow
° Continuity-of-care tools
Want to See the Pharmacists’ Top Five? Visit www.computertalk.com/outlookRPh

Mobile Patients, Pharmacy Access

P

atient outreach is critical. In Ketan Mehta’s view,
pharmacies will be looking for tools that support
contact with patients through their preferred channel in a compliant manner, and support an appointmentbased adherence program mode that brings pharmacist
and patient face to face monthly. Mehta also makes an
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important aside to his comments when he notes the need
for support for patient counseling and medication information in different languages to reflect the fact that, more
and more, the patient’s first language is something other
than English.
Pharmacy is going to need to look for ways to allow for
data that flows to and from the patient as well. Here, mobile technology will continue to be paramount, according
to TelePharm’s Roby Miller. This is all part of the broader
consumer shift to online interactions, and more use of
mobile devices. Miller sees pharmacies in 2015 having an
increasing need to provide patients with ways to manage
their prescriptions and communicate with the pharmacy
seamlessly through both active and passive channels, such
as video conferencing, text, and access to fitness tracking. This last item is notable, since, as Miller points out,
Apple’s iOS 8 and HealthKit point to a trend in which
more patients will be collecting their own healthcare data
and potentially taking a much more active role in managing their own health records, both of which can be key
to pharmacists providing the best healthcare. Tied into
the greater use of mobile devices and the push for evergreater connectivity of data flows for pharmacy is the issue
of access. In Miller’s view, patients are going to want and
need greater access to pharmacy services, particularly in
rural and underserved communities where community
pharmacies often struggle to maintain a viable economic
model. One way for pharmacies to offer this is through
the broader category of telehealth.

Workflow Driving Engagement

W

orkflow and automation are two other areas
that pharmacy will look to in the coming year
to support the goal of engaging and managing
patients. The pharmacies that are automating daily, repetitive tasks and investing ahead of the curve in technology
continued on page 22
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that will efficiently support increasingly complex communication, business processes, and reporting needs are
the ones that will come out ahead in 2015, according to
SoftWriters’ Heather Martin. The widely expressed need
for pharmacies to drive workflow efficiency reflects the
fact that filling prescriptions is still a core activity, but
one that, as Datascan’s Kevin Minassian puts it, needs to
use automated processes designed to do more with fewer
people. Local pharmacy-level automation can also improve
workflow by eliminating the need for the pharmacists to
be in the production area, notes Innovation’s Doyle Jensen.
What’s interesting is that this doesn’t just mean automating pill counting. It extends, as Jensen points out, to
automation that controls inventory levels, reduces expired
product, eliminates diversion, secures scheduled drugs, and
reduces labor.
Diversion control came up as a specific task requiring real
attention within the pharmacy workflow. TCGRx’s Matt
Noffsinger points out that a lack of attention to this critical area has serious business and societal consequences,
with the pharmacy at risk of audit and serious penalties as
states and the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
ramp up their attention to diversion. Considering all the
other demands on pharmacy staff’s time, Noffsinger sees a
real need for pharmacies to look to technology, including
biometrics and software-driven access logic, to secure and
track medications at risk for diversion.

dSC

datascan
pharmacy inc.

2015 Outlook

Top Functionalities for
Patient/Customer-Oriented Apps

° Prescription refill reminders
° Profile viewing/management
° Store location/details
° Drug and health information

Another interesting comment on the need to apply automation and logic to the dispensing workflow comes from
Health Market Science’s Dan Schofield, who points to
increasingly complex state and federal regulatory requirements around prescriber eligibility and prescriptive authority. This is essentially a real-time compliance requirement
when submitting claims, and one that is impossible to
manage effectively without a technology platform. Schofield points out that this is an area of regulation that has
become even more important as third-party audits are
becoming more prevalent.
With so many activities in the pharmacy demanding time
and full concentration, technology-supported workflow
processes and automation are significant ways for pharmacies to free up minutes, even hours, in a day for major
continued on page 24
Datascan software solutions
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Confidence to

take a break!

continued from page 22

initiatives like synchronization, MTM, or front-end
rejuvenation, notes Kirby
Lester’s Christopher
Thomsen. He specifically
sees verification technology that prevents errors as
a necessary focus in 2015,
whether at the point of
adjudication, techniciandriven filling, pharmacist
check, or will-call.

Front-End
Considerations

T
Reliability, simplicity, and
great customer service
give you the confidence
to leave DOSIS working
while you spend time
with family.

For pharmacies serving 300-10,000 beds
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Adherence Drivers

Will managing patient adherence
continue to be a major focus for
pharmacies in 2015?
Over 85% of vendors said yes.

What Will Drive Adherence
in 2015?

° Synchronized refills
° Counseling
° Continuity of care (when a
patient is moving between care
settings)
° Dashboard adherence metrics
for pharmacists
° Compliance packaging
° Push messaging to smart devices
and text messaging
° Patient calls
° Predictive modeling
Want to See the Pharmacists’ Top 10?
Visit www.computertalk.com/outlookRPh

he front end is another area in pharmacy that requires
attention for both operational and regulatory tasks,
and that, when properly
streamlined with the help
of technology, can support
a pharmacy’s mission of
engaging patients effectively. ECRS’s Ashlee Weatherman sees pharmacies looking to leverage
point-of-sale (POS) systems to automate pseudoephedrine (PSE) tracking
and reporting to the National Precursor Log Exchange (NPLEx), and to
implement Web-based back-office management and analytics. Epicor’s
Keith Lam also sees retail pharmacies focusing more on POS-driven
analytics in 2015, with better business intelligence tools helping them
to determine how to increase overall margins as the Affordable Care Act
drives patient numbers up but prescription margins continue to decline.
POS tools here can include market basket analysis and customer value
profiling. And one important way to collect actionable customer data is
through a strong loyalty program, something that Lam sees as extremely
important for pharmacies in 2015 and beyond. The goal, according to
Lam, is for a pharmacy to be able to out-service the competition and better compete with the big-box stores.

A

Adherence Drivers

dherence will continue to be at the core of engaging patients in
2015, according to this year’s survey. This is due to the impact
that adherence has on outcomes and the importance of pharmacy
performance metrics, both of which continue to be top of mind across
the profession. Ateb’s Frank Sheppard believes that a pharmacy’s focus
on delivering differentiated services to improve medication adherence
will depend on the staff having time to devote to pharmacy services
and on changing the
continued on page 26
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dynamic from continually reacting to patient requests to
a proactive, predictable workflow. This will rely on the
technology tools covered earlier, such as ready data flows
and an efficient workflow that helps pharmacies effectively
identify patients requiring intervention, and then engaging
them to improve their health.
Packaging will also come into play for promoting adherence in 2015, and not just in long-term care settings. As
AmerisourceBergen Technology Group’s Sid McFadden
notes, retail pharmacies should take a serious look in 2015
at capabilities that will aid adherence, such as compliance
packaging, potentially as part of a program of services that
will help to provide comprehensive transitional care from
admission to the hospital or other institutional setting
through to post-discharge follow-up and a return to the
home and the community pharmacy. Pack4U’s Shane
Bishop also sees easy, low-cost options for adherence
packaging giving pharmacies an edge in the coming year.
Compliance packaging’s impact at a given pharmacy will
depend heavily on finding the right balance between cost,
labor, and efficiency, notes Rx Systems’ Derek Jensen.

2015 Outlook

Top Technologies to Impact Pharmacy
Performance Measures
In the top tier for 2015, according to the
vendors:
° Prescription synchronization
° Patient communication, including mobile
° Data management/analysis and business
intelligence tools
° Dashboarded metrics/reporting of key
measures
° MTM tool integration

A

Star Ratings
t the far end of this chain of engagement, adherence, and outcomes is the contribution pharmacies are making to payers’ Part D star ratings.
continued on page 28
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This is an area that has generated a lot of conversation
and is widely recognized as an important strategic focus
for pharmacies looking to demonstrate their relevance in
an evolving healthcare system.
However, Rx30’s Steve Wubker is seeing a mixed bag
here, with pharmacy still in the calm before the real
storm. Wubker’s view is that star ratings are a priority for
a certain percentage of independents, but somewhat of
an unknown entity to another percentage. Continuing

2015 Outlook

Are Issues with Electronic Prescriptions...
° Decreasing? 30%
° About the same? 50%
° Increasing? 20%
education is key to making independents see the ramifications and potential consequences
of the star rating process.
Speed Scripts’ Heath Reynolds finds
that the attention to star ratings is
encouraging pharmacies to focus
even more in 2015 on communications with patients, automation, and
synchronized medication fulfillment.
Michael Ziegler reports that QS/1
customers are spending a great deal
of time educating themselves on the
star ratings requirements, which is
in turn leading them to learn about
new tools and resources that can
help them manage and counsel the
right patients at the right time.
In the end, as Ateb’s Frank Sheppard
puts it, while star ratings have gained
a lot of attention, pharmacy has a
long way to go in fully understanding the impact of the ratings and
how pharmacy should be adapting
to maximize its positive impact on
quality measures. But the opportunity is real, according to Sheppard,
since attention to as few as four or
five high-impact patients daily can
transform a pharmacy from simply
average to a top performer over time.

E

The State of
E-Prescribing

-prescribing continues to
present challenges, along with
the benefits it brings. Replies
to this year’s survey cited ongoing
issues, with too many competing
prescriber solution vendors resulting
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What Do Vendors Find Users Are Asking For?

° Expanded mobile apps, including push notifications
° Mobile payment and delivery options
° Ability to accept EMV chip-and-PIN payment cards
° A/R functionality, such as e-mailed statements
° More languages
° Enhanced packaging functionality
° Central fill
° Data analysis and process simulation
° Performance status/monitoring of compliance
° Transitional care tools
° Patient management tools that include
other providers
° Patient self-management tools and patientpharmacy communication tools
° Document management tools
° Specialty pharmacy tools

BestRx

in a lack of accountability and standardization in prescriber practice management systems, as well as insufficient prescriber training. Several vendors also raised
the issue of the cost for pharmacies that comes from
repeated transaction charges when prescriber offices
send the same prescription multiple times. These issues
are being exacerbated by increased volumes.

Allocating Development
Resources

W

hat regulatory requirements are going to see
the bulk of vendor development resources
in 2015? Most frequently mentioned were
prescription-monitoring programs, which one respondent notes continue to be dynamic. Electronic prescriptions for controlled substances (EPCS) and ICD-10 are
also at the top of the list. Coming in next are implementing technology for track and trace, PCI Security
Standards Council Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
compliance, EMV chip-and-PIN cards, and near field
communication (NFC) payment systems.
Security for patient information and payment data is
continued on next page
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an area that technology vendors will continue to focus
on, particularly in light of the continued high-profile
evidence of risks from hacking. Among the improvements
to look for in 2015 are role-based security enforced with
a complex password policy, user tracking and intrusion detection, managed network-monitoring services, and even
hardware that can perform vulnerability tests.
Brad Jones from Retail Management Solutions sees 2015
as a watershed year for payment transaction security.
Combine the massive data breaches that continue to be
in the news with new players like Google and Apple, and
Jones sees some of the biggest changes coming to creditand debit-card processing that the industry has seen in a
very long time. Jones says his company has been devoting
significant resources to security — rolling out point-topoint encryption and tokenization of credit-card information in 2014 with one credit-card processor — and that
this will be the standard with all of Retail Management
Solutions’ payment-processing partners by the end of
2015. The goal is to ensure that no credit-card data is
stored on the merchant’s POS system. Unfortunately,

Jones notes, this is all likely to be expensive for independent businesses.

T

he coming year will certainly present challenges
across pharmacy operations. But amid all the
change, there’s a real opportunity for pharmacies
to become strategic point-of-service locations for healthcare, notes Health Business Systems’ Marty Spellman, instead of being viewed as just medication points of pickup.
This opportunity is made even greater because, despite
the long-standing role of technology in pharmacy, most
pharmacies are still using only a small percentage of the
potential for clinical and operational improvement that
already exists within their pharmacy management system,
according to CarePoint’s Rachel Cupp.
Success in 2015 will rely on pharmacies finding what will
likely be a delicate balance. As Innovation’s Doyle Jensen
puts it, pharmacy has to continue to evolve into a highly
sophisticated, patient-centric service driven by continually
emerging technologies. And successful pharmacies will
not just focus on one area, notes Datascan’s Kevin Minassian. They will use adherence, automation, and patient
convenience tools to build the
prescription side, while at the same
time using POS-driven sales, loyalty,
coupons, and reporting capabilities
to build the front end.

High-quality software solutions
for high-quality compounding.
PK Software’s The CompounderTM supports
quality and efficiency for compounded prescriptions.
Contact us for information about what
The CompounderTM can do for you.
800.331.2498 | pkinfo@pccarx.com | www.rxcmpd.com
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These will be the ways in which
pharmacies will survive and thrive so
that they can continue to demonstrate the value of pharmacy
to the healthcare system. Frank
Sheppard sees this value as strong,
and growing stronger every day,
as the evolution continues from a
prescription transaction focus to
a focus on patient-centered care.
This, Sheppard notes, is what will be
truly transformative for the future
of healthcare. For more on the 2015
outlook, visit www.computertalk.com/
outlook. CT
Will Lockwood is senior
editor at ComputerTalk.
He can be reached at
will@computertalk.com.
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clinical services,
MTM, and patient
adherence initiatives
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your growth and
overall success.
Innovation helps
drive your
patient-centric
strategy with
our complete
pharmacy automation
solution set.

High performance to drive
your patient-centric strategy.
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deliver the
best solutions,
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measurable
results.
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workflow,
and
dispensing
technologies.

Actualize
your technology
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redeployment,
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services to
achieve
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in scalable,
next-generation
technologies
and realize
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ROI.

Drive your patient-centric strategy with
Innovation’s pharmacy automation solutions.
call 607.798.9376
email sales@innovat.com
go to www.innovat.com
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Xstal Ball

T

his issue is all about what people think will happen
next year. So I got out my crystal (xstal) ball and examined it carefully.

Big blur — foggy ball — too many unpredictable influences.
This is written before the November mid-term elections. That
is the biggest unpredictable influence. Will we have another
unfruitful Congress, or will one side take over? (Or maybe, we
might get some people who are willing to talk to each other.)
Maybe there will continue to be so many other things to occupy
the front pages and the evening news that healthcare will proceed
on the paths set by previous years.
My unreliable guess is that there will be so much other stuff
going on that we will continue down the paths that have already
been laid out.
So…

George
Pennebaker, Pharm.D.

rangements. It will take a few years for
this turmoil to settle into some kind of
standard arrangement. I find the pet store
model rather interesting, regarding layout.
There is a veterinary office at the back
of the store, alongside the dog and cat
grooming shop. I have no idea what the
financial arrangements are, but they may
be interesting.
Pharmacists will also be doing more of
other clinical functions. Prescribing will
grow, first under protocols, then evolving
to independent prescribing. I expect (and
hope) that this will be in nonpharmacy
settings.

There will be immunization program expansion, providing
additional vaccines and an increase in the number of doses of
immunizations now given. Settings to do this will be improved.
Other providers will reduce their grip on the service. The public
will embrace the ease, reliability, and availability of pharmacist
immunizations.

In this regard, it is interesting to note that
the number of physicians who are salaried
employees has moved from about 14%
to 42% in less than ten years. The private
practice of medicine is declining rapidly.
Physicians are going to places where they
are not employers trying to meet a payroll, instead becoming employees working
inside larger organizations that allow them
to spend more time being physicians.

We will see an increase in pharmacy-located clinic offices. There
will be lots of trying of different floor plans and financial ar-

Pharmacists are doing the same thing.
We are moving from small independent

I firmly believe that pharmacists will find themselves doing more
clinical stuff.
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practices to being part of larger organizations — lots of
pros and cons on that one. ‘Nuff said.
All of those new pharmacy schools are starting to
produce graduates — looking for work. Those new
schools have been selling themselves based on current
salaries and financial aid programs. Over the 55 years
that I have been watching the ebb and flow, the ratio
of available jobs to available pharmacists has come in
waves. This “too many pharmacists” wave will recede,
and the mediocre schools will fade away.
So-called “specialty pharmacies” will increase until
their financial advantage gets neutralized by there
being so many of them that they have to compete on
price instead of uniqueness.
What about the products that are managed in the
pharmacy setting?
In the last couple of columns I have written about the
new health-oriented gadgets being developed by innovative technology people. I believe there is a role for
pharmacists in the understanding of these gadgets and
their proper use. We will be seeing a lot of them in the
next year. What is our role?
The recent change in the scheduled drug lists (Vicodin
is now a Schedule II) is a reaction to a big problem.
Pharmacists are going to be instrumental in dealing
with this problem. It is not only narcotics that are
being misused. Antibiotics, psychoactive drugs, and
others are also being misused. They need a similar level
of attention and innovative ideas about how to deal
with issues that arise.
I will never forget a physician telling me that he just
about always writes a prescription for the drug the
patient asked for. If he doesn’t, a) it takes a long time
to explain to the patient that it is not needed, and b)
he loses the patient to another physician who will.

do without? Again, breakthroughs are needed to make
them easier to use, as well as providing additional information. Computer systems engineers need to spend
more time in pharmacies observing, taking notes, listening, and being creative. I hope we see more of that
in the near future. They need to see the lines of people
(and their screaming children) trying to get through
the final steps in their day’s medical stresses.
I am still an optimist. I believe these issues can be
resolved.*
*Long ago I had a boss who hated the word “resolved.”
He said it was only good for New Year’s resolutions.
Otherwise, it meant solved again. That meant that
it was not solved the first time. Perhaps re-solving is
needed for many of the issues we face.
Best wishes for 2015. May your issues be solved. May
you prosper, even with the new challenges that face
our profession. CT
George Pennebaker, Pharm.D., is a consultant and past
president of the California Pharmacists Association. The author
can be reached at george.pennebaker@sbcglobal.net; 916/5016541; and PO Box 25, Esparto, CA 95627.
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Pharmacists will be given a greater responsibility for
monitoring and interceding in misuse situations, if
only because the third parties and other computer
checks will identify them to the pharmacist because
the pharmacy transaction provides the data. This, of
course, increases the time it takes to process a prescription. Compensation becomes an issue. As long as
compensation is based on how many prescriptions are
filled, proper care is compromised. We have already
seen this in the warning notices that are constantly sent
by computers. Hopefully, some breakthroughs in this
contradiction will be made in the near future. Otherwise, care will be compromised.
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What about the computers that we curse, but cannot
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Getting Feedback Can
Be Engaging

W

e have been writing for years about ways to bring about
participatory healthcare using patient engagement strategies. Well, one of the “push” technologies we subscribe to
is called iHealthBeat. This is a short newsletter that is delivered daily in
an e-mail and is a free service of the California HealthCare Foundation.
We recommend that you consider subscribing to this publication if you
have any interest in how technological developments are progressing in
fields both internal and external to pharmacy practice.
One of the articles in a recent issue described a study conducted by
Geisinger Health System. In the study, patients were allowed to review
their medication lists for accuracy and completeness before seeing their
doctor. Over 400 patients were found to be “eager” to provide feedback
concerning their medications. It was interesting that 89% of those
studied found changes that they felt needed to be made. The top three
changes included:
1) Feeling the need for a new type of drug.
2) Revealing a potential overdose.
3) Updating the actual dosing frequency of their drugs.
The pharmacists involved in the study say that they supported the
patient’s information and feedback in over 80% of the cases and subsequently changed the medication lists.
Are you surprised by the results of this study? Actually, we were not.
For years we have used a graphic that shows patients in the middle of a
circle of healthcare providers, illustrating patient-centric healthcare. In
patient-centered care, patients are actively engaged in making decisions
concerning their health and the self-management behaviors needed
34
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to maintain their health. Although the
patient in our illustration was in the
center of the circle of providers and
other professional stakeholders, we think
we all realize that patients, for the most
part, don’t feel they are at the center of
their healthcare system. And although in
most states they legally own the information in their medical record, we believe
that patients don’t feel like they own that
information, either.
There are so many ways available now
to connect with patients to allow them
a level of participation in their own care
and to engage them actively. The process
of asking for patients’ feedback on their
medication list can occur through the
printing of a page containing the medication history profile for an individual
patient or his or her HIPAA-authorized
caregiver. If you want to stay “green,” a
monitor can be positioned to privately
mirror this profile in a way that allows
the feedback to take place. We can even
imagine that patients may want their
annual flu shot or a refill on a seasonal
medication included during this review.

Patients should not be shocked by being offered this
opportunity. Even our automobiles are sending an email
letting us know the status of their oil change needs, their
tire pressure, and whether regularly scheduled maintenance is needed due to the mileage we have placed on
our vehicles. We would ask you to consider giving this
strategy a try and gauging how your patients respond to
it. If you are a pharmacy management system vendor, you
might tell your clients how to quickly produce a targeted
report to facilitate the service.
Pharmacies that operate websites and mobile apps may
be able to prompt patients to give this kind of feedback
by direct messaging online. You could consider tweeting
that you are interested in receiving this kind of feedback
and provide a link to your email address requesting the
service. Tweeting your other engagement ideas is a good
use of Twitter. If Katy Perry, Justin Bieber, and Barack

marketing his practice. He described how his prescription
department and front end work together for the good of
the whole. He said sometimes his prescription department
was the steak and his front store was the potatoes. Sometimes it was the reverse. In order to engage patients, those
patients have to visit the pharmacy. Foursquare is a social
networking channel that allows users of a mobile app to
see what is happening in businesses close to their present
location while driving or shopping in other businesses.
Discounts, sales, and coupons can be distributed in real
time to current and potential patrons. Patients of your
prescription department can become patrons in your front
store using this application.

YouTube can help your practice address the reasons that
patients most frequently fail in adhering to their prescription medication regimens and lifestyle changes that
promote good health outcomes. Patients fail because they
don’t know what to do, they
You may have to pick where to begin increasing your patient don’t know how to do it, or
they are not motivated to
engagement activities, but we encourage you to do some
make the changes necessary
pilot testing to see how your efforts are received. If you don’t
for self-care management.
know how to use your pharmacy management system, we recommend that you call You should consider engagcustomer service and tell them what you’re trying to accomplish. Chances are they
ing your patients by telling
already have a built-in support that can be repurposed for your needs.
them both what to do and
how to appropriately take
Obama can all have 40 million to 50 million followers,
care of themselves. The same videos that patients use can
then we suspect that your pharmacy could draw a few
be viewed by the nonprofessional caregivers who support
thousand interested parties. If you have a Twitter account, them. Consider promoting all of the specialty practice
have you considered asking patients what you could do
focus areas in your pharmacy using YouTube. It’s free, and
to help them get more engaged in their own healthcare?
most of America learns best by visual means.
Similarly, we believe the social network channel of FaceYou may have to pick where to begin increasing your
book will not only help many adult and elderly patients
patient engagement activities, but we encourage you to do
to become more engaged, but will also allow you to start
some pilot testing to see how your efforts are received. If
plowing the ground for your younger patients to become
you don’t know how to use your pharmacy management
more active.
system, we recommend that you call customer service and
Ideas to Consider
tell them what you’re trying to accomplish. Chances are
they already have a built-in support that can be repurMake sure that you establish a pharmacy Facebook page
posed for your needs. In other cases, you will find that
so that you can keep the focus on your practice. Save
new features have been added about which you could be
your personal Facebook page for family and close friends
unaware. For example, one of our local pharmacists didn’t
when possible. Did you know that some universities
know that he could text patients using his pharmacy manare not even providing email accounts to their students
agement system. Don’t be afraid to dream here, and don’t
because social networking communication channels are
be afraid to contact us with your own ideas, comments,
so prolific in these populations? We heard of one idea
and questions regarding this topic. We can continue this
where a business started posting photographs on a “Wall
of Fame” that showcased pictures of their customers hold- conversation if you email us. CT
ing shopping bags with the business’s logo in fun vacation Bill G. Felkey, M.S., is professor emeritus, and Brent I. Fox,
locations. Having one of your patients holding up your
Pharm.D., Ph.D., is an associate professor, in the Department of
logo with the Eiffel Tower in the background could be
Health Outcomes Research and Policy, Harrison School of Pharmacy,
Auburn University. They can be reached at felkebg@auburn.edu
fun either on a real wall or one that is virtual.
We used to work with a pharmacist from Alabama on

and foxbren@auburn.edu, or write on their blog at www.pharmacy
informatics.com.
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Mobile Payment
Technology Taking Off

W

ith the advent of Apple Pay and its integration with
the new iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, mobile payment
technology is ready to take flight to a new altitude. Smart
partnerships with finance and technology companies like Citigroup
Inc., American Express, and Stripe have laid the groundwork for
mobile payment technology to hit the tipping point. How this new
dynamic will impact pharmacy point-of-sale vendors is an interesting
question.
I had set aside an article earlier this month analyzing PayPal’s potential
demise due to changes in the mobile payment market, when news hit
two days ago that Walgreens was implementing Apple Pay in all its
stores. That was enough to make me pause and decide to check into
the mobile market dynamic.
The buzz about mobile payment has reached new heights because
of Apple’s introduction of its new iPhones with the Apple Pay feature built in, and the fact that they sold more than 10 million of the
phones the first weekend they were available. But mobile payment is
not new.
Back in mid-2011, Google introduced its Google Wallet, which can
be used on the Android mobile phone operating system thanks to the
introduction of near field communication, or NFC. But in the three
years since Google Wallet’s introduction, its growth has been slow.
Google will not divulge how many downloads of Google Wallet have
been made from the Google Play store, and the application can only
be used in the U.S. market. The estimated number of downloads sits
at less than 20 million, but the range could be between 10 million and
50 million, according to Charles Arthur in a Sept. 25 article in The
36
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How will mobile payment
technology impact
point-of-sale systems
and their backend
integration? Is there an
emerging opportunity to
be taken advantage of?
Guardian. Google indicated to Arthur that
the 20 million number is likely a close
estimate. But downloads of Google Wallet
don’t necessarily translate into transactions.
Arthur’s usage analysis in the Guardian
article puts the likely user base at about 17
million, or 19% of the nearly 90 million
Android user base in the United States.

The Ease-of-Use Factor
Arthur points to usage difficulty as a key
contributor to the slow growth of Google
Wallet. Users have to swipe their phone
awake and use a PIN with Google Wallet.
Fifteen percent of the 50,000 reviews of
the Google Wallet app give it a one-star

ing if the customer has to enter his or her loyalty card reward
number on the pinpad. I would encourage you to take a look
at the video, which can be accessed at https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=r4be9pOuiI0.

The stakes are high, considering
that the mobile payment
market is expected to grow
from $3.5 billion in 2014
to $118 billion in 2018,
according to eMarketer.
rating. Another writer, Nicole Arce, in her Sept. 22
Tech Times article, notes that the Google Wallet page
on the Google website does not make it clear how to
use the application. With Apple’s proven ability to
sway the consumer market, many observers believe
that issues affecting the mobile payment market to
date are about to be resolved. One industry analyst
noted that Apple’s ability to teach consumers how
to use their finger on a phone instead of a keyboard
means they’ll be able to educate consumers how to
use their iPhones to pay for purchases at the more
than 200,000 retailers like McDonald’s, 7-Eleven,
and Walgreens that have the capability to conduct
the transactions.
The two models are quite different, explains Arthur
in the Guardian article. In Google Wallet, the user’s
bank and credit cards are enrolled into the Google
system, which becomes the front end of a transaction. Google then makes the actual payment to the
retailer and charges it back to the user’s card, thus
enabling Google to see every transaction. Google also
pays transaction fees to the credit-card companies,
and is reported to lose money on each transaction.
Apple Pay, on the other hand, has the user store a
secured “token” on his or her phone that has been
bank issued. The token is then used for the transaction, with authorization done by the user’s fingerprint on the phone’s touch system. Apple receives
a cut of the transaction, reportedly about 0.15%,
according to Arthur. So the debate about privacy
and usability may intensify as the market continues
to grow.

Given the large installed Google Wallet Android base, and
the mobile payment market push provided by the iPhone 6
and iPhone 6 Plus, things are expected to change quickly.
Meanwhile, PayPal, which led the way for millions to feel
comfortable making secure online payments, is struggling
to figure out where it will fit in the emerging market. PayPal
has recently been spun off from EBay in order to have more
independence to move quickly and strategically in the mobile
payment market.
How will mobile payment technology impact point-of-sale
systems and their backend integration? Is there an emerging opportunity to be taken advantage of? It’s an interesting
question, and one that ComputerTalk readers may want to ask
themselves before the flight reaches cruising altitude. CT
Marsha K. Millonig, R.Ph., M.B.A., is president of Catalyst
Enterprises, LLC, in Eagan, Minn. The firm provides consulting,
research, and writing services to help healthcare industry players provide
services more efficiently and implement new services for future growth.
The author can be reached at mmillonig@catalystenterprises.net.
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OIG Concerns with Co-pay
Discount Programs

T

he U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector General (OIG) released a report in September questioning pharmaceutical manufacturers’ safeguards to prevent co-pay
card use in federally funded programs, specifically Medicare Part D (the
report can be found by scanning the QR code at the end of this column).
The OIG voices its concern with the strategies employed by the pharmaceutical manufacturers and their vendors that facilitate the execution of
co-pay card programs. The OIG defines co-pay card programs as co-payment coupons offered to insured patients to reduce or eliminate patients’
out-of-pocket costs for specific brand-name drugs. Before reviewing the
findings in the report, let’s review the strategic reasons pharmaceutical
manufacturers implement co-pay card programs.

Co-pay Card Programs Pharmaceutical manufacturers implement co-pay card programs for one or more of the following reasons:
■ Attract new patients who may be using an alternative therapy.
■ Retain patients when a generic alternative is introduced.
■ Improve patient adherence on both new and refill prescriptions by
lowering the patient cost for the product.
■ Employ a defensive strategy when they are in an unfavorable
position on the payer formulary, to reduce the patients co-pay.

Co-pay card programs do lower the cost to the patient. As shown in the

Third-party Co-pay
Co-pay Card Program
Net Patient Pay
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example at left, the co-pay discounts are
typically set to lower the patient’s cost to a
second-tier brand co-pay for insured
patients. In this example, the patient will
be indifferent, from a financial perspective, as to which product is dispensed.
However, the payer will pick up the difference in cost between the second-tier and
third-tier brand product. Payers typically
do not have a favorable view of these
co-pay card programs, because they mitigate a benefit design tool, patient co-pay
differentials, that has proven effective
in driving utilization of preferred-brand
formulary products.
The OIG’s concern is that co-pay cards
will increase costs for Medicare Part D
plans and, subsequently, the government’s
cost for the program. Furthermore, the
OIG cited two surveys where 6% to
7% of seniors indicated they were using
co-pay coupons on their Part D prescriptions. By applying the survey results to all
36 million Medicare Part D patients, the
OIG estimates that co-payment coupons
would be used by over 2 million Medicare
beneficiaries.

Manufacturer Perspective

Pharmaceutical manufacturers are aware

that their coupon programs should not be used on Medicare
Part D prescriptions, and they employ multiple methods to
prevent their use. These include:
■ A notice to beneficiaries indicating that the co-pay card
program is not eligible for Part D prescriptions.
■ A notice to pharmacists that Part D prescriptions are
not eligible for the program.
■ Use of claims-processing edits and alerts to prevent
processing for drugs covered by Medicare Part D.
The claims-processing edits used by manufacturers for processing co-pay card programs often include:
■ Date of birth edit. For patients over 65, there may
be an edit or informational message reminding the
pharmacist that the co-pay program is not available
to Medicare Part D or other government-funded
programs.
■ Patient’s primary insurance. The NCPDP
processor ID number (BIN) is submitted on the
secondary insurance transaction used for the co-pay
card program. However, the BIN is insufficient to
identify a Medicare Part D program, as many payers
have multiple lines of business, including commercial, Medicare Part D, managed Medicaid, and
workers’ compensation.
■ Part D benefit stage. Some co-pay card program
processors use the Part D benefit stage self-reported
by the patient to reject co-pay card claims indicating
that the patient isn’t eligible for the program.
The OIG concluded that the claims-processing edits have
merit but don’t prevent co-pay card programs from processing claims for Medicare Part D beneficiaries because these
use proxies (e.g., date of birth) instead of actual Part D
information.
■ Seventeen percent of Medicare beneficiaries are under
62 years old and covered under the disability
program.
■ The BIN/PCN (processor control number) combination could be effective in identifying Medicare Part D
plans. But the OIG noted that “NCPDP would need
to revise its pharmacy claims transaction standards to
enable the PCN to be transmitted as part of the
coupon claim. Revising the NCPDP standards is an
industrywide process that typically takes years.”
■ The true out of pocket (TrOOP) facilitator has access
to the Part D beneficiaries benefit stage, and the OIG
concluded that it’s unclear how co-pay card program
sponsors have access to this information.
The bottom line is that there is no easy, systematic way to
prevent the processing of co-pay cards for Medicare Part D
patients.

Pharmacy Perspective Depending upon the

type of co-pay card program used by the patient, the
pharmacy may not even know that a co-pay card program
is being used. Co-pay card formats that are difficult to
identify include electronic coupons, debit cards, and direct
patient reimbursements. In these situations, the pharmacy
may be unaware that these programs are being used by
their Part D patients.
Pharmacists and technicians should be trained to not
accept co-pay card programs for Medicare Part D beneficiaries. This is a manual process at this time. It may be
beneficial for pharmacy management systems to include
an edit on secondary insurance claims for Medicare Part
D plans and require an override to prevent the inadvertent
submission of co-pay cards.
The OIG did specifically mention actions pharmacies
could take to prevent the submission of co-pay cards for
Medicare Part D beneficiaries, including submitting an
E1 eligibility transaction to determine Medicare Part D
eligibility.

Next Steps Given the shortcomings in preventing
the processing of co-pay cards for Part D beneficiaries,
OIG nevertheless indicated that pharmaceutical manufacturers have the responsibility to prevent their use. Furthermore, they may be implicated under the anti-kickback
statute if they offer coupons to induce the purchase of
drugs paid for by Medicare Part D or any other federal
healthcare programs. Pharmaceutical manufacturers
should revisit the controls in their co-pay card programs
and conduct audits to ensure compliance with the program designs.
With the introduction of co-pay card programs with virtually all new brand products, pharmacists should review
their procedures to prevent submission of co-pay card
claims for Medicare Part D and other federal programs.
Finally, the OIG recommends that all industry stakeholders cooperate to identify solutions to prevent the use of
co-pay card programs for drugs paid for by Medicare Part
D. It will be interesting to see how the industry prioritizes
this issue to create a solution that addresses, but may never
meet, the OIG’s goal of preventing the use of any co-pay
card to be used by a Medicare Part D beneficiary. CT
Tim Kosty, R.Ph., M.B.A., is president, and Don Dietz, R.Ph.,
M.S., is vice president, at Pharmacy Healthcare Solutions, Inc.,
which provides consulting solutions to pharmaceutical manufacturers, PBMs, retail pharmacy chains, and software companies on
strategic business and marketing issues. The authors can be reached
at tkosty@phsirx.com and ddietz@phsirx.com
Scan the code to access the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services Office of Inspector
General (OIG) report. Or visit goo.gl/55SU1k.
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NCPA 2014 Annual Convention
and Trade Exposition
The National Community Pharmacists Association held its
2014 Annual Convention and Trade Exposition in Austin,
Texas. Over 3,000 community pharmacists were on hand
for preconvention programming that included the Saturday
technology seminar, extensive CE programming during the
convention, and an exhibit hall with over 240 vendors. A wide
range of technology providers was among that group.
View more photos from NCPA 2014 at computertalk.com/cc.

Rod Culotta from
Mumfrey’s Pharmacy, left,
with Liberty Software’s
Vince Leonard.

Jack Loveland, right, from
Beacon Prescriptions, with
ScriptPro’s Rob Anderson and
Ann Schneider.

Phil O’Neill from The
Pharmacy in Vermont,
right, with RxMedic’s Derek
Thompson, left, and Chris Cox.

Chase Baraczek, right,
from Mediderm Advanced
Compounding Pharmacy with
Marc Young from TelePharm.

John Sutter from Marshland
Lonnie Meredith from The
Pharmacy, left, with Tyler Daniel Drug Store, left, with Mark
from QS/1.
Adams from ECRS.

Pete MacDonald, left, from
Whole Health Pharmacy with
James McDonald from Integra.
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Eric Crumbaugh from the
Arkansas Pharmacists Association,
center, with Jay Williams,
left, and Grace Gavin from
PrescribeWellness.

John Coler from Shrivers
Pharmacy, right, with Ateb’s Steve
Roberts, left, and Mark Gregory.

Brian Swartz, left,
from Pharmacy Care
with Rx30’s Al Peterson.

Susan Eubank,
right, from Eubank Drug
with Health Business
Systems’ Jeannie Noel.

Mac Wilhoit from
Jim Spoon from Spoon
Mac’s Pharmacy with
Drug, right, with David McNeal Rebecca Lambeth from
from Innovation.
Medicine-On-Time.

Barry Shapiro, center,
from Idyllwild Pharmacy
with Retail Management
Solutions’ Mike Gross,
left, and Gary Labuzzetta.

Scott Pace, right, from
the Arkansas Pharmacists
Association with PioneerRx’s Mitch Archer.

Brad Mackett, center, and Randall
Murphy from Manchac talking with an
attendee.

Attendees at the Micro Merchant
Systems exhibit.

Brent and Val Bovy from Reinbeck
Pharmacy with Kirby Lester’s Mike
Stotz, right.
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2014 Speed Script
User’s Conference
& Trade Show
Speed Script hosted its biennial user’s conference and trade
show at the Hilton Kansas City Airport Hotel and Convention Center. Attendees participated in the two-day event,
which included CE sessions focused on Medicare star ratings
and medication synchronization. Conference attendees had
hands-on access to the latest Speed Script technology offerings, as well as solutions offered by nearly 30 Speed Script
business partner companies.

LDM Group’s
Sam Pizzo
introduced new
services to Beth
Wharam and
Kari Pastorek,
pharmacists from
Grafton Drug,
Grafton, N.D.
Emdeon’s Kim
Fidler, right,
discussed third-party
claims-switching
services with Linda
Cook from St.
Mary’s Holts Summit
Pharmacy, Holts
Summit, Mo.
Speed Script’s
Jennifer Marshall,
left, provided
software training
to Tina and Mario
Torres, owners
of Thorpe Lane
Pharmacy, San
Marcos, Texas.

PBA Health’s Susan
Reineke, right, with Andy
Hudson, Hudson Drug and
Hallmark Shop, Paxton, Ill.

Speed Script’s Chuck
Welch, left, and Shaun
Cramer.

Tom Modeen, left,
introduced Mike Burns,
Kilgore’s Medical Pharmacy,
Columbia, Mo., to RxMedic’s
robotic automation solutions.

PPOk/RxLinc’s Josh
Cline, left, and Parsons Family
Pharmacy’s David Schoech
discussed high-speed claimsswitching services.

Tori Pearson, left, and
Mark Olberding represented
Pharm Assess, Inc.

iMedicare was represented
by Nathan Shanor, left, and
Eugene O’Donnell.

Speed
Script’s Brett
Carter, right,
shared conversation with
representatives
from Heartland
Homecare
Services.

CoverMyMeds
was represented
by Clint Linn, left,
and Nick Potts.

Conference attendees prepare for the first technology
session.
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SoftWriters 2014
User’s Conference
Achieving Peak Performance was the title of the SoftWriters
2014 User’s Conference. The 6th annual edition moved
to Las Vegas this year. There was a full slate of general
sessions focusing both on SoftWriters’ newest offerings and
updates on industry issues. There were breakout sessions led
by SoftWriters staff and by technology partners. And there
was an exhibit area where attendees could network and get
a firsthand look at a variety of technologies. View more
photos from the SoftWriters 2014 User’s Conference at
www.computer talk.com/cc.

Attending from Reliant
Rx were Alex Pfeiffer, left,
and Dan Kroetch.

Tom Newhouse, left,
and Cole Mack from
Payless Drug.

From left, Rick Mieses, Beverly
Masiello, and Matthew Vogt from
Geriscript Pharmacy.

At left, SoftWriters CEO Tim Hutchison welcomed
attendees; At right, SoftWriters VP and COO Tim Tannert
presented on recent enhancements to FrameworkLTC and
to SoftWriters’ support offerings. On the second day he
compared models for transmitting orders and prescriptions
electronically.

Above left, SoftWriters’ Dustin Harbison, left, implementation and support manager with Joseph Mestres from
Spectrum Pharmacy; Above right, SoftWriters’ Charles
Dawson signed attendees up for a preview of the newest
module introduced at the conference, FrameworkECM for
total electronic content management.
Dan Funk, Jeff
Brown, and Ivan
Baldoceda from
PharMore Drugs pick
up their conference
materials from Dorothy
Campbell, with Nicole
Warehime, also of
SoftWriters, in the
background.

From left, Joshua Free and
Nica Erickson from Consonus
Pharmacy and Kirk Crabtree from
ValuMed Pharmacy.

From left,
Ruth Wendt
from Forum
Extended Care,
Jamie Gorsline
and Elizabeth
Mason from
Kalamazoo
Long Term
Care Pharmacy,
and Laura Cavanaugh from Hartig Pharmacy Services.

From left, the National Community Pharmacists
Association’s Ronna Hauser, and Venn Strategies’, Brian
Reardon provided updates on the regulatory environment for
long-term care pharmacy; Greg Hutchison, SoftWriters director
of FrameworkLTC products, presented two database-focused
breakout sessions.

Jackie Maitland, implemenJessica Sabine, left, and
tation consultant for SoftWriters, Jeff Chambers from Coler LTC
presented “Streamlining
listening to one of the generalYour Organization with Best
session speakers.
Practices.”

Nancy Mlinarik, SoftWriters
sales consultant, presenting a
CE breakout session entitled
“Where Are All The Beds?
Follow Me Home Update.”
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Nancy Zimmerman, with
product education and support
for SoftWriters, presented on
“Driving Efficiency in the Order
Entry Process.”

people

talk

Catalyst Healthcare has announced the promotion of
Alison Yesilcimen to president of the company. Yesilcimen joined Catalyst earlier in the year as a vice president.
Prior to joining Catalyst she served as
CEO of Media Cooler Innovations,
where she implemented a softwareas-a-service publishing platform.
She also served as VP of sales at
VeriCorder Technology, where she
worked collaboratively with Apple’s
worldwide distinguished-educators
program.
Joining Innovation’s national sales team are
Stephen Patton and Douglas Roberts. Patton will
serve as Innovation’s director of sales for the institutional market. Roberts will serve as west area sales
director for the community pharmacy market.

Patton brings over 25 years of
senior-level technology sales and
business development experience
to the company. Most recently he
served as national sales director for
LogiMedix. He also held executive
sales management and business development positions with Criterion
Marketing, AmerisourceBergen, and Baxter Healthcare.
Roberts joins the company with
almost a decade of technology and
business development experience in
the financial services industry. Prior
to joining Innovation he served
as strategic account manager for
TransUnion’s information-based
solutions and technology platforms
designed for financial services institutions. CT
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